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adapted to be interposed. The attachment
This invention relates, generally, to
anos, but has particular relation to that type comprises a horizontally disposed rail or bar
of piano attachments which are interposed 7 and a pitipality of fiexible pendant strips or
be
between the hammers and strings of a piano tongues 8, which tongues of strip
for the purpose of changing the tone of the of any suitable material and secured to the 60
7 at their upper portions by any suitable
instrument, and it consists in certain pecu bay
Jiarities of the construction, novel arrang Haeans. The attachment also includes a
and combination of the parts thereof b?ock 9 of wood or other Suitable in ial.
s will be hereinafter more fully set forth one of which is secured to each of the pend 65
I ()
ants 8 and by preference has its front and
specifically ciaimed.
The primary object of the invention, is, to rear surfaces covered with felt 10 or similar
iterial, for co-operation with the hammer
provide an attachment for pianos for int
position between the strings and hammers and piano string.
As shown, the blocks 9 each has its w
thereof for the purpose of producing a banj
effect when the instrument is played, or, i or Surface adjacent the hammer by which
other words, to provide means whereby the is to be struck, downwardly inclined toward
its opposite surface
the string 5, while
w
natural or normal tone of the instrument 4-ican be readily changed to that of a banjo vertigºl and normaliy occupies a position
parallel to the string with which it is in
or vice versa.
to co-operate in producing a banjo 75
Another object of the invention is to st tended
i
Éect
in
the sound or tone produced by said
construct parts of the attachment that said
parts may be readily interposed between the jing. The bar of rail 7 of the attachment
horizºntally mounted between the strings
stri
and
iners of the piano without
liability of some of them being prevented by of the piano and the hammers of the actions, 80
the hammers assum ing their proper operative but above said hammers as is clearly shown
in Figs. 1 to 3 inclusive of the drawing.
Other objects and advantages of the in This bar or rail is adapted to be elevated by
vention wi?? become apparent from the fol any suitable mechanism, for instance, such
lowing description and explanation.
as a pair of iifting rods 18, each of which
30
in the accompanying drawing, which is pivotally connected at its upper end to the
serves to illustrate an embodiment of the in rail or bar 7 and operated by such lever
mechanism as may be found convenient. By
vention,-Fig. 1 is a view partly in side elevation operating the lever mechanism, not shown,
and party in section of a piano action and a the rods 18 are lifted to cause an elevation
35 part of one of the strings of the piano, show of the bar or rail 7 and the parts attached 90
ing my improved attachment in its raised or thereto. For the purpose of guiding the
inoperative position and illustrating the movements of the bar or rail 7, a vertically
parts of the action in their normal positions disposed guide member 22 having a vertical
groove or guide-way 23 for the reception and
Oi at rest,
40
Fig. 2 is a like view of similar parts but operation of each end of the bar or rail 7
showing the attachment in its operative po is suitably mounted on the inner surface of
the side wails of the piano frame or casing.
Fig. 3 is an enlarged view of a portion of The blocks or enlargements 9 on the lower
a piano action and a part of one of the portions of the pendants 8 are of sufficient 100
strings of a piano showing the attachment in thickness that when they are lowered into
its operative position and illustrating the the paths of the hammers 6, as is clearly
hammer of the action in the position it will shown in Figs. 2 and 3 of the drawing, they
assume with respect to a part of the attach will block or prevent the movement of the
ment
when the banjo effect on the string is hammers near enough the strings 5 to cause
50 produced, and Fig. 4 is an enlarged side view the foot 11 of the jack 12 of the action strik 105 ing the head 13 of the adjustable stop mem
of a fragment of the attachment.
The reference numeral 5 designates a pot ber 14 for the said foot, thereby preventing
tion of a string of a piano, and 6 the hammer the upper end of the jack being released
of the action between which string and ham from the hammer-butt 15 as occurs when the
mer One of the elements of the attachment is attachment is elevated or in its inoperative 110
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position, or when the piano is played in the the drawing, it will be readily understood
ordinary manner, for it is well known that and clearly seen that an essential feature of
as soon as the hammers strike the strings 5 the invention is the provision of the blocks
in the ordinary manner of playing the in or enlargements 9 on the lower portion of (30
strument, the feet 11 of the jacks 12 at the the flexible pendants or strips 8 which shall
same instant strike the heads 13 of the stop be of Stificient thickness that when inter
members 14 and thus allows the hammers to posed between the hammers and strings of
instantly rebound and when the keys are re instrument and in contact with both strings
leased, rest against the hammer rest rail 16 and hammers, they will block the movement 65
of the action as shown in Figs. 1 and 2 of of the hammers towards the strings and pre
the drawing.
vent the feet 11 of the jacks 12 contact
Now by using the enlargements 9 on the ing with the heads 13 of the stop members
pendants 8 of sufficient thickness when said 14 for said feet, thus causing the hammers
enlargements are interposed between the to dwell for a while in contact with the en 70
5 and hammers 6, that they will pre largements of the attachment which at this
are pressed against the strings of the
vent, when struck by the hammers, the feet time
11 of the jacks 12 contacting with the heads instrument.
13 of the stop members 14 for said feet, it Having thus fully described my invention,
is manifest that the upper end of the jack what I claim as new and desire to secure by 75
20 will be held in contact with the hammer Letter's Patent is—
1. A banjo attachment for pianos, com
butt and not instantly released therefrom, a
in the ordinary playing of the instrument. prising a movable support, means for mov
By tapering the blocks or enlargements 9 ing the same, a flexible pendant secured
towards their lower ends, or rather by pro thereio and an enlargement on the lower 80
viding said enlargements with their surfaces portion of said pendant adapted to be inter
adjacent the hammers inclined downwardly posed by said moving means for its support
and towards the strings 5 and with their between a piano string and a co-operating
surfaces adjacent the strings in a parallel hammer there with of the piano-action, the
blane with said strings, it is manifest that said enlargement being of such thickness as 85.
30 he lower ends of the enlargements being of when in its interposed position to block the
less thickness than their upper ends, will movement of the hammer towards the string
more readily be interposed between the ham when said enlargement is struck by the ham
mers and the strings when the supporting mer and held thereby in contact with the
bar 7 of the attachment is lowered for this string and thus prevent the foot of the jack, 90
35 purpose. It is further obvious that as the operating said hammer, contacting with the
surfaces of the enlargements 9 adjacent the stop member for said foot.
ings are arranged in parallelism with said 2. A banjo attachment for pianos, consist
trings, that a considerable area of each en ing of a vertically movable support, means
largement will be provided to contact with to raise and lower the same a flexible pend 95
40 he strings and thus effectually prevent ant Secured thereto and an enlargement on
vibration of the strings and thereby pro the lower portion of said pendant adapted
duce a banjo effect, while the enlargements to be interposed by said moving means for
are held against the strings by the hammers its support between a piano string and a
of the action.
co-operating hammer therewith of the piano
45
As it may be desirable to effect the change action, the said enlargement having its sur
in the tone of the instrument from its nat face adjacent the hammer inclined down
ural sound or tone to that of a banjo, while wardly towards said string and being of
playing a piece of music, it is manifest that such thickness at its upper part as when in
by
reason of the above mentioned construc its interposed position to block the move 105
50 tion of the enlargement of the attachment, ment of the hammer towards the string
they will have a tendency to slide off the when said enlargement is struck by the
upper rounded portions of the hammers in hammer and held thereby in contact with
a direction towards the strings, should they the string and thus prevent the foot of the
strike any of the hammers when the attach jack, operating said hammer, contacting
ment is being lowered.
with the stop member for said foot.
From the foregoing and by reference to
PEDER WIGGIEN.

